The meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m., in the Activities Room of the Lodge by Vice President Ramarrah Moore.

**VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT**

Moore reported that Ed Blackner was recommended by the Fine Arts Board to be the Fine Arts representative until elections are held. The minutes were approved as read.

**ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS**

Johnson reported that nothing definite had been decided about whether to eliminate the board or not. He still has to meet with Planning Board about the matter. Whitehead said the board would exist for at least one more year. Moore reported there were no applications for commissioner of the board and that this position overlapped the President's position. Dean Cogswell would like to see the board remain in existence. **JOHNSON MOVED THAT ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS BOARD BE DELETED FROM THE BY-LAWS. SECONDED BY MCGRATH. BRIGGS MOVED TO TABLE THE MOTION FOR TWO WEEKS. SECONDED BY THOGERSEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.**

**ALUMNI**

Schaffer reported there would be a follow-up meeting of the student ambassadors next week.

**ATHLETICS**

Allen informed the Board that there would be no game with San Diego. Spring ball started last week.

**AUXILIARY SPORTS**

McGrath read an itemized list from the Northern Pacific Railway listing $611.18 that must be payed for damages to the train contracted for the Grizzly-Bobcat game. Because of this, Cogswell says that there will be no train next year.

**FIELDHOUSE AND PHYSICAL PLANT**

Brown questioned the installation of an overhead door in the fieldhouse which is costing $10,000 but will not be able to be used during basketball season when the bleachers are used.

**PLANNING BOARD**

Whitehead reported the board would meet with Administrative Relations Board and the Constitutional Committee next week. He believed the reapportionment is the big obstacle of the Constitutional Committee and that it will be an interesting campaign issue.
Eggensperger reported he talked with Cogswell about revamping the "M" Book. Next week a new staff will be picked for the Book, Sentinel, and a new Sentinel advisor will be selected.

TRADITIONS

Wheeler stated the responsibility of the "M" will now belong to Bruce Gray. If it is not finished this spring, it will be next fall. He also reported that the pom pom girls and cheerleaders will be consolidated to six girls for more coordination and less money. Raynee Schaffer has been appointed to assist Pat Holmes with Homecoming. Allen reported that a male cheerleader squad will try to be started from the "M" Club. Sandy Framenko would also like to start a "drill team" for half-time entertainment.

PROGRAM COUNCIL

Grauman reported the Minneapolis Symphony was well attended and the gross income from the concert was $2,500. Program Council is sponsoring a concert by the Jubileers and the jazz workshop on April 15. Applications for Program Council Director and members are available.

BUDGET AND FINANCE

Van Heuvelen stated that no Central Board member has the right to enter into a contract such as the one with Northern Pacific. The approval of President Pantzer or a faculty member is needed and supervision should be provided for. Budget and Finance Committee voted to pay for the damages from the Reserve Fund. VAN HEUVELLEN MOVED THAT $611.18 BE APPROPRIATED FROM THE RESERVE FUND TO PAY FOR DAMAGES ITEMIZED BY THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY. SECONDED BY THOGERSEN. Van Heuvelen did not believe that either the students or the railway is entirely without blame. McGrath stated that the train was supervised by the Bear Paws, 2 railroad detectives, and 2 Central Board members. The prices for the damages were issued from St. Paul. Budget and Finance Committee also recommended that $60 be paid for membership in the Missoula Chamber of Commerce. VAN HEUVELLEN MOVED THAT $60 BE PAID FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE MISSOULA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. SECONDED BY SCHAFFER. The advantages to belonging: the Missoula Affairs Commissioner attends the meetings, the C of C helps with the annual Snow Queen Contest, and that 6,000 students are a part of Missoula's 33,000 inhabitants. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Tuesday at 6:30 a meeting for the students' rights pamphlet will be held. A Leadership Camp report will be given next week by Gale Kerns.

NEW BUSINESS

Kundert reported that the banquet for the old and new Central Board members would be held April 19 at 5:30 at the Black Angus. THOGERSEN MOVED THAT APPLICATIONS OF STEVE BRO N AND JIM EGGENSPERGER BE APPROVED FOR VICE PRESIDENT. SECONDED BY MORRISON. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. SCHAFFER
MOVED THAT THE APPLICATIONS OF JOHN BARSNESS FOR BUSINESS MANAGER AND GAIL AEBERGE FOR SECRETARY BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY WHITEHEAD. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HUDSON MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENT FOR A 2.5 GPA BE WAIVED SO PENNY LINN COULD RUN WITH A 2.13 GPA. SECONDED BY HARSTAD. Leary believed the board should stand by the constitution and remember that the primary purpose of attending the university is education and grades are an important aspect. MOTION DEFEATED WITH ALLEN ABSTAINING. Moore stated that each person who needs a waiver should be considered individually. Van Heuvelen said that if no one meets the requirements, a waiver is in order; but if someone meets the requirements, there is no need of a waiver. BRIGGS MOVED THAT THE APPLICATIONS OF HAROLD PETERSON, RICK APPLEGATE, CHARLES CORTON, DOUGLAS JOHNSON, AND BILL VAUHN FOR SOPHOMORE DELEGATES BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY MORRISON. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HUDSON MOVED THE APPLICATION OF CHUCK BRIGGS AND GARY THOGERSEN FOR JUNIOR DELEGATES BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY HARSTAD. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MORRISON MOVED THAT APPLICATIONS OF PAT HUGHES, MIKE MCGRATH, BRUCE MCKENZIE, AND SHEENA WILSON FOR SENIOR DELEGATES BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY EGGENSPERGER. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MCGRATH MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENTS FOR REQUIREMENT FOR PREVIOUS MEMBERSHIP ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS BE WAIVED. SECONDED BY BRIGGS. MOTION PASSED "WITH GRAUMAN ABSTAINING. THOGERSEN MOVED THAT THE APPLICATION OF JACK GREEN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY MORRISON. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. SCHAFER MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENT OF 30 CREDITS AND 2.25 GPA BE WAIVED FOR KIM MECHLIN TO RUN FOR ALUMNI COMMISSIONER. (She has 29 credits and 1.89 GPA.) SECONDED BY MCGRATH. MOTION DEFEATED "WITH BROWN, GRAUMAN, SCHAFER, EGGENSPERGER, MCGRATH, ALLEN, AND VAN HEUVELEN IN FAVOR; HARSTAD, LEARY, THOGERSEN, HUDSON, WHEELER, BRIGGS, JOHNSON, WHITEHEAD, MORRISON, GREEN, TAYLOR, VICKS, AND KUNDERT OPPOSED: AND MECHLIN ABSTAINING. BRIGGS MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENT FOR PREVIOUS MEMBERSHIP ON ATHLETIC BOARD BE WAIVED FOR MARK AGATHER. SECONDED BY SCHAFER. MOTION PASSED "WITH MCGRATH OPPOSED. SCHAFER MOVED THE APPLICATION OF JIM MCBANEY FOR ATHLETIC COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY ALLEN. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. MCGRATH MOVED THAT THE APPLICATION OF JOE MAZUREK FOR AUXILIARY SPORTS COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY BRIGGS. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HARSTAD MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENT OF A 2.25 GPA BE WAIVED FOR MONTE MAGRUDER FOR MISSOULA AFFAIRS COMMISSION. SECONDED BY THOGERSEN. MOTION DEFEATED UNANIMOUSLY. BROWN MOVED BRUCE WHITEHEAD'S APPLICATION FOR PLANNING BOARD COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY MORRISON. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HARSTAD MOVED THAT BETSY SCANLIN'S AND LOUISE FENNER'S APPLICATIONS FOR PUBLICATIONS COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY MCGRATH. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. THOGERSEN MOVED THE BY-LAW REQUIREMENT OF PREVIOUS MEMBERSHIP ON THE BOARD BE WAIVED FOR NORMAN LEARY FOR STUDENT SERVICES COMMISSIONER. SECONDED BY SCHAFER. MOTION PASSES WITH LEARY, HARSTAD, AND BRIGGS ABSTAINING. BROWN MOVED THE APPLICATION OF BRUCE LOBLE FOR STUDENT SERVICES COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY SCHAFER. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. HARSTAD MOVED THE APPLICATION OF BRUCE GRAY FOR TRADITIONS COMMISSIONER BE APPROVED. SECONDED BY MCGRATH. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. GRAUMAN MOVED TO EXTEND THE DEADLINE FOR COMMISSIONER APPLICATIONS TO APRIL 10. SECONDED BY HARSTAD. MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. Leary reported the Choice '68 survey will be on the ballot of the commissioner election. He believes that this will help to draw students. The ASG district retreat is being held at the same time as Leadership Camp; the cost for the retreat is $15
per delegate. Moore said any speeches by candidates will have to be done on an individual basis. Grauman stated that Program Council is interested in sponsoring a Monday-at-Four for students to meet the candidates; it would be an informal affair. Moore reminded the commissioners that their final reports are due. Wheeler moved for adjournment. Seconded by Schaffer. Motion passed unanimously.


Excused: Harr, Fletcher, Magruder

Absent: Smith, Penland

Respectfully submitted,

Linn Kundert

ASUM Secretary